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01 - That’s PCON

That’s PCON:
Top drawer bathroom culture
Whether it’s a guest bathroom or a fresh centre for the whole family, PCON gives
you room to unfold. In all dimensions and with ambitious manufacturing quality –
uncompromising and tailor-made to your wants and needs.
Tailor-made
Design your dream bath according to your own
spec, made with precision based on the dimensions given – completely to your taste. Roof
slopes, annexes or corners – not a problem for
PCON. For us, your desires are the measure of
all things.

High quality
Pelipal has developed the PCON programme as
an extensive planning system, which brings the
most ambitious bathroom ideas to life with almost
endless combinations and options for adaptation
at high quality with solid finished components –
Made in Germany.

Ambitious
Limitless, exclusive and functional – that is what
we boast for the development and design of our
products, no more and definitely no less. The
good form and function always creates an inseparable entity at PCON.

If you see this symbol on
a photo, you can find out more
information on page 78 under
the given number.
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The “VARIABLE” arrow identifies
furniture that is available in
various sizes according to your
requirements.
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01 - That’s PCON

step 1

step 2

Room analysis - what are the requirements
		
and what do you want?

The washstand – the centre point of your bathroom

Slopes, annexes and niches in the bathroom are very common and need to
be taken into consideration. The floorplan forms the basis for planning, then
PCON creates the options to display in your bathroom.
The first step to your dream bathroom!

The washstand is made up of a washbasin, vanity unit and mirror cabinet or
mirror.
The position of the washstand is usually fixed due to the connections.
Of course, this should also be considered when planning. PCON puts the
washstand at the centre and organises the other building blocks around it.
You have the choice: Material, form, fittings and size completely as you wish!

My PCON dream bathroom
			
– step by step
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step 3

step 4

The additional units - parts come together to make one
system

Good advice - the best possible experience

Creating storage space right inside the bathroom is important. Lots of small
parts have to be accommodated, the smallest things need their place.

The advisors are specially trained and will find the right solutions with you, right
down to the details.

Here, PCON offers individual solutions and a large range of furniture and
accessories - this creates order and the necessary free space because
everything has its own place.

Welcome to your dream bathroom!

Speak with our qualified retailers!
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from a simple bath ...

BEFORE
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... to a true space-saving miracle!

AFTER

Washstand with countertop basin, mirror with functional toolbar
and LED counter lights, tall cabinet and side cabinet with open surfaces
Front and carcass decor: Pine Ida, cross-grain, imitation
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02 - Your brand ceramics

Your
brand ceramics
in the best
company
Add to your existing washbasin with
the right base unit or choose the complete set consisting of:
1 Brand ceramics
2 Washbasin vanity unit
3 Mirror cabinet

3

1

The selection of brand ceramics is
very large – you can choose between
over 100 different models from the five
leading brand manufacturers:

2

Front and carcass decor: Anthracite high gloss
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02 - Your brand ceramics

The brand washbasin
has a shiny new look
The smart lighting doesn’t leave you stumbling in the dark but instead lets
your bathroom shine in a new light. To do this, there are counter lights and
LED light surfaces left and right of the mirror cabinet - the perfect light for
make up and skincare.
The lighting on the vanity unit is controlled by a movement sensor and
helps you to orientate yourself in the bathroom. All light sources shown
are fitted with LED light technology.
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1
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02 - Your brand ceramics

The mirror cabinet with
left and right side lighting
and LED top light gives you
lots of space for small
parts and accessories.

The wide seating
bench in the same
design has even
more space for important and gorgeous
accessories for
day to day care.

The brand ceramics from
Villeroy & Boch create an
elegant connection with
the vanity unit from PCON,
and are available in several
widths.
Front: White high gloss
carcass: Riviera Oak,
cross-grain, imitation
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1
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02 - Your brand ceramics

KERAMAG has various washbasin ranges
in different measurements.
The mirror can be individually and
precisely adjusted to within a millimetre
for height and width according to your
space situation. Even bevel cuts on
roof slopes are no problem.
PCON loves unusual spaces.
Front and carcass decor: Quartz grey high gloss

2
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02 - Your brand ceramics

Front and carcass decor:
Sangallo brown,
cross-grain.
The mirror cabinet
with top light has
double mirrored
doors and a
plug socket inside.
Further space is provided
by the wall unit with the
white rounded shelf
underneath as a
decorative eye catcher.
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02 - Your brand ceramics

22 | PCON

The vanity unit is fitted with an
LED night light underneath.
Front and carcass decor:
Riviera Oak, cross-grain, imitation

The seat chest has
additional storage space for
small and large
bathroom accessories.

1
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02 - Your brand ceramics

1
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The base unit with the ‘Sangallo Grey, cross-grain’
decor has two spacious drawers, shown here in
combination with the elegant washbasin from the
KERAMAG range.
The mirror shelf provides even more storage space
and is also a large dressing mirror.
On the mirror cabinet, the LED top lights and the band
of light running along the mirror provide a perfect lighting partnership – and they look good too.
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture

My dream
bathroom
made to measure
PCON is variable and flexible. You can see
this especially with our various sizes of
washbasins and furniture. Here, there are
plenty of combinations of width, depth and
shaping, so you will easily find the right
solution for any room.
Choose a washbasin that fits your taste,
you can choose from three materials:
mineral
marble,
glass or Krion. With
PCON, plan the best
combination of mirror cabinet and additional units and
find the best decor
for them.
Be inspired!
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - mineral marble - straight
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Straight, direct
and simply beautifully
MINERAL MARBLE
The modern material for washbasins - robust, non-porous,
low maintenance and versatile in shape.
Together with the elegant optics of the straight base units,
this is a combination that wins you over across the board
with its design and functionality.

Left:
The mineral marble double washbasin and the base unit are
of variable width. The LED lighting in the shadow joint provides
the best view into the drawers and a great lighting effect in the
room.
Front and carcass decor: Sanremo Oak, cross-grain, imitation

Top right:
The intelligent toolbar on the mirror for accessories makes it
easier to get organised and guarantees quick access.

Bottom right:
Organisation from cosmetic drawer inserts in the drawers everything has its place.
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - mineral marble - straight

Good design shown in the right light

The top lights above the mirror cabinet are mobile –
for direct or indirect facial lighting as required.
The built-in lights on the left and right of the mirror
cabinet prevent shadows on the face.
Generous double washbasin – meaning there is always
space for two people in the bathroom.
The light sources on the bottom of the mirror cabinet
lights up the washbasin as needed.
The LED light on the bottom of the vanity unit provides
a great look and lots of light in the drawers.
Front and carcass decor: Sanremo Oak, imitation
30 | PCON
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - mineral marble - rounded

VARIABLE
VARIABLE
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Elegance with
gentle momentum

7

As washbasins made from mineral marble can be
produced in almost all shapes and sizes, the material is also very suited to rounded base units. Here,
the gentle rounding of the cabinet can be done even on the
washbasin.
The mineral marble washbasin in a rounded look with base
unit can be ordered in a range of widths.
Front and carcass decor:
Graphite texture, cross-grain, imitation
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - mineral marble - rounded

Top right: Mineral marble double washbasin
with turning door in the centre, the mirror
cabinets have asymmetric distribution,
the variable mirror panel in the centre has
two plug sockets.
Front and carcass decor:
Castello oak, cross-grain, imitation

VARIABLE

Left: Mineral marble washbasin and
base unit are width-variable and
available with the option of LED additional
lighting, mirror cabinet with LED top lights
and washbasin lighting
Front decor: White high gloss
Carcass decor: White gloss
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - mineral marble - rounded

Left: Check out
your complete look:
the side cabinet and in the
mirror cabinet with
three double mirror doors and
the top light LEDplus with colour
temperature change.
Mineral marble washbasin with
width-variable base units
Front and carcass decor:
Riviera Oak, cross-grain, imitation
Right: combination variable in
size as a double washbasin in
perfect shape, with mirror plus
top lights in chrome gloss.
Front and carcass decor:
Castello Oak, cross-grain,
imitation
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - Glass
8

Glass washbasins
– transparent ease

Elegant curve shows the glass washbasin made from 12 mm
strong glass in Optiwhite with its soft rounding on the inside
and the base unit adapts perfectly to low depths. This gives
you freedom to move.
Front and carcass decor:
Graphite texture, cross-grain, imitation
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - Glass

Plug socket with cover
metal effect
Direct access to the
day to day accessories via
the toolbar with hooks and
shelves.

Glass washbasin in Optiwhite
with notching and perfect
fitting base units – as the room
demands.
Combination of size-variable
mirror cabinet, function panel
and mirror.
Additional space due to base
unit on stud feet.
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - KRION

KRION: High tech in
form and function

11

One of many creative ideas:
the precisely measured milling in the counter
serves as a towel rail.

The basin in the KRION washbasin is always
white matt, the counter can be delivered in
white matt, natural sand (see photo) or natural
grey.
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - KRION

2
Vanity unit in varnished laminate with two pullouts and two doors
Front and carcass decor: Quartz grey matt select
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KRION – the new
washbasin material
White matt

The new material for washbasins wins you over
with its elegant matt look, particular haptics and
many positive features.
Krion is made from two thirds natural materials
with high proportions of minerals.
With its low maintenance, non-porous state,
KRION prevents the growth and spread of bacteria on its surface. The material is UV-resistant,
non-inflammable and resistant to chemicals.
As such, KRION is particularly good for the bathroom area.

Natural sand

KRION washbasins are in the decors: White
matt, natural sand and natural grey available
with the basin always in white matt.
The front of the furniture and additional units
are made from laminate varnish - a material with
particularly comfortable haptic features and
very elegant colour decorations in six variations.

Natural grey

4
The basin in the Krion washbasin is always
white matt, the counter can be arranged
in white matt (photo), natural sand or
natural grey.
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03 - Various sizes of washbasins and furniture - KRION
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The KRION washbasin with matching base unit is available in two depths:
425 mm or 495 mm.
The width can be adjusted from 760 to 3000 mm.
Washbasin here in white matt, front and carcass decor: Quartz grey matt select
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11

The KRION washbasin can be planned individually:
Millings for towel rails or glass holders are possible,
also different notchings, roundings or bevels.
That way, everything fits in twisted or non-right-angled
room constellations.

Stylishly coordinated: the additional units have
a top cover made from KRION in matching
decor: White matt, natural sand or natural grey
(see photo above)
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

Good design
is individual
It's your choice – as always at PCON:
Countertop basins on counters or inlet basins inside counters. Every one
has its own look and you decide what
you like.
The counters are variable in terms of
width and depth and can be ordered
in different materials, decors and two
thicknesses.

Inlet basin with counter (thickness: 18 mm)
in Riviera Oak, cross-grain
Front decor: Metallic steel grey
Carcass decor: Riviera Oak, cross-grain, imitation
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

A solution with lots of mirrors, storage space and
additional shelves.
Easily adapt this attractive combination
to the width of your room!
Front and carcass decor:
Sangallo grey, cross-grain
Counter: White texture
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VARIABLE
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

Combine a mirror, mirror cabinet
and shelf for maximum use and
gorgeous design!

In our programme: additional
units with lots of storage space,
as shown here by the tall
cabinet with open shelves.
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Do you want more shelves on the washbasin?
No problem: The counter can be ordered in
different lengths and widths.

Here, smart design and functionality
come together.
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

My bathroom – truly strong!
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This way, bathroom furniture becomes a design object – almost as if it were your living room.
Here is a combination made from: Counter in Riviera Oak, cross-grain, imitation
and front or carcass decor: in white high gloss

Choose from the versatile range
of front decor and combine them
to your taste!

The counter can be delivered in
six different decors.

You can also determine the
thickness of the counter:
18 mm or 40 mm (see photo).
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

The soft, light
curved lines

VA
R
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For people who love gently curved shapes,
the counter is also available width variable
and with a precise contour cut.
Combined with a double washbasin with maximum
storage space, this solution becomes a designer piece.
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins
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Sophisticated
right down to
the last details

The cabinet contains a removable laundry
container and is easy to fill from above with
the flap.

Sophisticated right down to the
last details and with space for
your favourite decoration.
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins
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Light and clear shapes create lots of
closed and open storage space.
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The shelf boards can be ordered to size as
you wish and according to your bathroom
specification.

10

Straight and curved lines
perfectly combined
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

Excitement with
shape and colour

E
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VA
Countertop basins on a depthvariable glass counter in black

Very practical: tall laundry cabinet with lots of
storage space and full pullout incl. a removable
laundry container.
Front and carcass decor:
Pine Ida, cross-grain, imitation
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04 - Worktop and inlet washbasins

With PCON’s lighting options even at night
all your dreams will come true.

Combination with glass:
A highlight day and night

3
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05 - SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

The right answer
to any question
Particular needs require particular solutions.
PCON is attuned to its clients’ wishes and provides perfect solutions, for example: a family
bathroom where every family member has their
place, or a generation bathroom where you can
feel comfortable at any age, or a utility room that
works as a bathroom without having to cut back
on design and an elegant environment.
The right solution – for us that means:
PCON - UNCOMPROMISING
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05 - SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

A strong ensemble

The heart of the room: a small
washstand including storage
shelf and storage space
Front and carcass decor:
Sangallo brown, cross-grain

Generous wall units for storage
and perfect organisation.

All within reaching distance:
the washing machine and dryer
can be easily loaded and the
drawers underneath provide
space for the necessary utensils.

This cabinet has lots of
storage space for larger
things too and in the centre
there is a full pullout with
removable laundry bag.
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05 - SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

The family bathroom
A bathroom that the whole family can fit in stress free – everyone has a place – contributes to relaxation and makes for the
perfect start to the day.
With PCON we make it possible to use any room optimally –
completely as you wish. Counters, vanity units, mirror cabinets
or mirrors can be selected in different heights and widths.
Even top corner solutions and children’s washstands are
feasible – making room planning pure fun. The only other way
to get that is by using a carpenter.

6
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Above-corner construction
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05 - SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

Rendezvous with washing machine
Is your washing machine in your bathroom but
doesn’t feel right there?
With PCON, your washing machine will become
a natural part of the bathroom without
becoming out of place – on the contrary:
this washbasin and washing machine make
one nicely formed functional unit.

Combination of mirror with
lighting, shelf and cabinet,
super practical: the toolbar
with accessories for hooks and
plugs, for accessories with direct
access

VARIA
B

LE

Washing machine and
washbasin are connected
with elegant inner rounding
by a size-variable counter
(thickness 40 mm).
In particular: the counter is
also variable in depth up to a
maximum of 700 mm.

11
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05 - SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

Generation bath
Every generation has the right bathroom:
even if the requirements change with time.
With PCON, that comes with a good floorplan and
smart, individual design right down to the last details.

Order needs space
and organisation:
Cosmetic inlets for
the drawers.

Under the washbasin
there is space for seating
for example the stool
from our programme
of additional units.

VAR
I

ABL

E

The depth of the counter
is variable.

The lighting on the vanity unit
with motion sensor makes
it easy to get about in the
bathroom even at night.
With the hooks on the
inside of the cabinet
everything is always
ready to reach straight
away.
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06 - COLOURS - HANDLES - SIZES - EXTRAS

PCON – Your choice
PCON – UNCOMPROMISING: that is our motto and we work constantly to meet this claim as
closely as possible. That means: Your wishes and
imaginings take first priority for us. With PCON,
we have developed a programme with a kit
system that can be adapted to your individual
needs, elements can be brought together and
combined as you wish.
Choose the material of your washbasin and the
material of your base unit, the right decor, handles, mirror cabinet or mirror, the art of lighting all completely to your taste and plan your dream
bathroom to the millimetre:
PCON - UNCOMPROMISING
On the following pages, you can find lots of
possible variations in detail and see what the
planner may use later.
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06 - COLOURS - HANDLES - SIZES - EXTRAS

Front decor MDF with deep drawn foil

White high gloss

Anthracite
high gloss

Graphite structure, cross-grain
imitation

Mocha texture,
cross-grain

Castello oak,
cross-grain
imitation

Pinie Ida
cross-grain
imitation

Riviera Oak,
cross-grain
imitation

Metallic
steel grey

Sangallo grey,
cross-grain

Sangallo brown,
cross-grain

Front decor MDF with laminate varnish

White
High gloss select

White matt select

Quartz grey
High gloss select

Washbasin counter: Glass

Optiwhite
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1

Black

Sanremo Oak
Terra, crossgrain, imitation

2

(only possible on flat fronts)

Quartz grey
Matt select

3

Light grey
High gloss select

Light grey
Matt select

Washbasin counter: KRION

White matt

Natural sand

Natural grey

Fronts, carcasses and handles can be combined in any way. The colours indicated may deviate from the original due to printing.

4

Carcass decor

1

White gloss

Anthracite,
silk gloss

Graphite structure, cross-grain,
imitation

Mocha texture,
cross-grain

Castello oak,
cross-grain,
imitation

Pine Ida, crossgrain, imitation

Riviera Oak,
cross-grain,
imitation

Steel grey

Sangallo grey,
cross-grain

Sangallo brown,
cross-grain

Sanremo Oak
Terra, crossgrain, imitation

2

White
High gloss touch

White
Matt touch

Quartz grey
High gloss touch

Quartz grey
Matt touch

Light grey
High gloss touch

Light grey
Matt touch

Washbasin counter
Composite panel coated with laminate: Thickness 18 mm and 40 mm

Terrano grey

Terrano brown

Oxide light grey,
cross-grain

Oxide dark grey,
cross-grain

Riviera Oak,
cross-grain
Imitation

5

White texture
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06 - COLOURS - HANDLES - SIZES - EXTRAS

Handles for straight front panels

Version B Metal, polished chrome

Version D Metal, polished chrome

Version E Metal, polished chrome

Drill hole distance small handle 96 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 256 mm

Drill hole distance small handle 96 mm
D rill hole distance large handle 192 mm

Drill hole distance small handle 128 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

Version F Metal, polished chrome

Version G Metal, polished chrome

Version J Metal, polished chrome

Drill hole distance 160 mm

Drill hole distance 192 mm

Drill hole distance small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

Version L Metal, polished chrome

Version M - Metal, polished chrome

Version P - Metal, polished chrome

Drill hole distance small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

Drill hole distance small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

Drill hole distance of small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 288 mm
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Handles for straight front panels

Version Q Metal, polished chrome

Version R Metal, chrome, matt

Sizes dependent on washbasin width

Drill hole distance small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

Handles for straight and rounded front panels

Version N Metal, polished chrome

Version O Metal, polished chrome

Drill hole distance small handle 128 mm
Drill hole distance large rounded handle 256 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 256 mm

Drill hole distance small handle 160 mm
Drill hole distance large rounded handle 320 mm
Drill hole distance large handle 320 mm

The length of the handles is not freely optional but instead is dependent on the measurements of the washstand door and additional units.
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06 - COLOURS - HANDLES - SIZES - EXTRAS

Washstands
Mineral marble, straight

6

Mineral marble, rounded

7

Standard dimensions

Variable measurement

Standard dimensions

Variable measurement

W: 770 mm D: 516 mm

W: 771 – 2720 mm

W: 815 mm D: 584 mm

W: 750 – 2000 mm D: 584 mm

D: 516 mm

W: 920 mm D: 516 mm

W: 965 mm D: 612 mm

W: 1370 mm D: 516 mm

W: 1415 mm D: 584 mm

W: 1670 mm D: 516 mm

W: 1565 mm D: 612 mm
W: 1715 mm D: 584 mm
W: 1520 – 2800 mm D: 516 mm

W: 750 – 2000 mm D: 584 mm

W: 750 – 2000 mm D: 584 mm

W: 1520 mm D: 516 mm

W: 1865 mm D: 584 mm

Counters for countertop and inlet basins
Standard dimensions

10

Variable measurement
2 board thicknesses
to choose from:

W: 770 mm D: 500 mm

40 mm

W: 600 – 2600 mm D: 400 – 700 mm

W: 920 mm D: 500 mm
18 mm

Even the position of the
W: 1520 mm D: 500 mm
82 | PCON

W: 450 – 2600 mm D: 400 – 650 mm

basin troughs is variable.

Washstands
Glass

8

KRION

9

Standard dimensions

Variable measurement

Standard dimensions

W: 770 mm D: 535 mm

W: 900 – 2000 mm D: 535 mm

W: 760 mm D: 425 / 495 mm

W: 920 mm D: 535 mm

W: 910 mm D: 425 / 495 mm

W: 1370 mm D: 535 mm

W: 1360 mm D: 425 / 495 mm

W: 1254 – 2000 mm D: 535 mm

Variable measurement

W: 761 – 3000 mm

D: 425 mm / 495 mm

W: 1511 – 3000 mm

D: 425 mm / 495 mm

All Krion washbasin counters
are available in 2 depths:
W: 1370 mm

D: 535 mm

W: 1060 mm

D: 425 / 495 mm

425 mm or 495 mm
Even the position of the
basin troughs is variable.

W: 1270 mm

D: 535 mm

W: 1510 mm

D: 425 / 495 mm
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06 - COLOURS - HANDLES - SIZES - EXTRAS

Installation options
11

NOTCHING POSSIBLE

PCON has the right answer even for unusual room dimensions.
Rounding, notching, bevelling and lots more extras in various sizes
mean almost anything is possible and your bathroom is unique.
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BEVEL POSSIBLE

INNER ROUNDED EDGES POSSIBLE
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MILLED TOWEL RAIL

✓
MILLED GLASS HOLDER

✓
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Have we aroused your interest and do you need more information?

You can find any further information online at:
www.pelipal.com

PCON
UNCOMPROMISING

www.pelipal.com

